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Introduction 
Limited viewing angle range and angle 
dependent contrast are still serious 
problems for direct multiplex addressed 
LC-displays based on conventional 
electro-optic effects such as TN, STN and 
ECB. Active matrix addressed LC-displays 
(AMLCDs) based on the TN-effect show a 
distinctly improved performance but the 
image quality is still not sufficient to  meet 
the requirements for lV or HDTV 
pictures. 

In conventional untwisted or twisted 
nematic cells the director profile is 
significantly asymmetric with respect to 
the substrate normal if an electric field is 
applied. This results in a strong asym- 
metry of the transmission characteristics. 
This asymmetry increases with decreasing 
electric field hence being more pro- 
nounced if grey levels are addressed. 

In the meantime refinements of the TN- 
effect have been suggested and 
implemented to achieve an improved 
image quality of AMLCDs [1,2]. A 
completely different approach based on a 
new electro-optic effect has been pro- 
posed and presented by the Freiburg LC 
Group [3]. In this effect, referred to as in- 
plane switching (IPS) [3], the asymmetry of 
the director profile IS avoided by applying 
the electric field parallel to the plane of the 
substrate. This can be performed by using 
interdigitated electrodes [4]. 

Two different initial configurations 
have been suggested as shown in figure 
1 .  In the off-state, either a 90"-twisted 
structure or an untwisted homogeneous 
structure can be used [3,5,6] .  

Starting with a 90" twisted structure, 
as shown in figure la,  the off-state is 
identical to the off-state of a conven- 
tional TN-cell whose light blocking 
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behaviour is insufficient. If an in-plane 
electric field is applied by stripe 
electrodes, the director nlow is rotated by 
electric torques inducing a homogeneous 
structure. 

In contrast to  this, an initially untwisted 
homogeneous structure (see figure lb) 
shows an excellent light blocking be- 
haviour even for large viewing angles. A 
twist up to  90" can be induced via an in- 
plane electric field. Due to the fact that 
an electric field component normal to the 
substrate plane cannot be completely 
avoided, materials with a negative 
dielectric anisotropy A& are preferable. 

The in-plane switching field effect 
shows a transmission versus voltage 
curve as required for grey scale address- 
ing by an active matrix. The viewing 
angle characteristic IS completely sym- 
metric even in the grey level range. 
Results obtained by computer model 
calculations were confirmed by our 
experiments 
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Figure 1: 
(a) 90"-twisted structure in the off-state and A& < 0 Polarizer is set parallel to the analyser and 
perpendicular to the director n on the upper substrate plate 
(b) Untwisted. homogeneous puanar structure in the off-state and A& < 0 The polarizer is set 
perpendicular to the director nup but the analyser is crossed 

Electric field effects for in-plane switching of nematic LCs 

In earlier publications response times 
of about 150 ms have been reported. The 
target was to meet the AMLCD speci- 
fications of about 30 ms. 

Experimental 
Test cells with the following specifications 
have been fabricated: 
0 The parallel stripe shaped finger 

electrodes are located on just one of 
the two substrate plates. 

0 The opaque electrodes which are 
composed of chromium are 5 pm 
wide and are separated by a distance 
of 10 pm. 

0 No electrode is required for the upper 
glass plate. 

0 Alignment: Polyimide PIX 1400 
0 Pretilt: 3.5" 
0 LC-Material: MLC 201 1 (Merck), 

AE < 0 

Resu I t s  
For a more detailed analysis of the 
switching properties of the IPS-effect, the 
model suggested in figure l(b) has to  be 
refined. As the molecules at the substrate 
surface are strongly anchored, the 
horizontal electric field induces a double 
twisted structure as schematically 
sketched out in figure 2. The screw sense 
of twist in the upper and lower part of 
the cell are opposite and the transmitted 
light is mainly affected by the twisted 
structure in the upper part of the cell. 

If pT is the pitch of the twist in the 
upper part of the cell and pRT the pitch of 
the reverse twist in the lower part of the 
cell, the ratio pRjpT  depends on the 
actual electric field distribution along the 
substrate normal which is not exactly 
known. Figure 3 shows the transmitted 
intensity versus dAn/h calculated for a 
LC-structure according to Figure 2 as- 
suming a pitch ratio pRjpT of 0 %, 5 %, 
10 % and 20 YO respectively. From these 
curves one recognizes that a t  low values 
of dAn/h (corresponding to  the 1st. 
minimum of the TN-cell) high ratios of 
pR& up to 20 YO are tolerable but the 
influence of the reverse twist increases 
with larger dAn/h. 

The viewing angle characteristic of 
such a cell is calculated by using a 
computer program supplied by D.W. 
Berreman. It is assumed that the director 
switching occurs in a thin layer near the 
substrate surface. 

In figure 4 the viewing angle char- 
acteristic of a cell corresponding to 
configuration Ib  is compared with a 
conventional TN-cell matched to the first 
minimum. It is obvious that the cell 
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operated in the in-plane switching mode shows considerably 
reduced asymmetry in the viewing angle characteristic, even in 
the grey level range. 

A detailed theoretical analysis indicates that the relaxation 
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Figure 2: In-plane switching effect of nematic LCs for the initially 
homogeneous planar structure in the off-state with BE < 0 according to  
figure 16. If an electric field 15 applied a double twisted structure is 
induced as schematically shown. 

1 ,  

time increases quadratically with LC-layer thickness as for 
conventionally switched TN-cells. This relationship has been 
verified experimentally. 

By using 2 4  pm thick cells which are operated in the first 
minimum of the Gooch-Tarry curve (see figure 3) we have been 
successful in reducing the response times of the In-Plane- 
Switching IPS-Effect to less than 30 ms rendering this effect 
promising for the application in AMLCDs [7,81. 
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Figure 3: Gooch & Tarry curves i.e. transmission versus d A d  for a 
30O-twisted LC-structure placed between parallel set polarizers for 
different ratios pRT/PT (0 %, 5 %, 10 %, 20 %), pRT =,helical pitch of 
the reverse twist near the lower substrate,p, = helical pitch of the twist 
at the upper part of the cell. 

Figure 4: Transmission characteristic fie,+) calculated for a grey level 
state corresponding to 50% transmission for 0 = 0", h = 550 nm,  no = 
1.5, An = 0.0595, d = 8 pm). 
Left: the conventional TN-effect (1. Minimum, Pol/An Oo/Oo) 
Right: in-plane switching-effect according to figure 1 b (Pol/An Oo/900). 

0 Twist-90°, a,-1 , U/Uo-l. 18 
0 Twist-4S0, a;l , U/Uo-O 
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